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Preacher The Legendary Mountain Man How It All
Began Preacher First Mountain Man
Contains the first and the eighth books in the "First Mountain Man" series by William W.
Johnstone.
THE GREATEST WESTERN WRITER OF THE 21ST CENTURY It’s Springtime in
Wyoming. Preacher is on the move, joining a trail drive led by freewheeling adventurer
Wiley Courtland. Wiley has good horses to deliver to the American Fur Company at
Fort Gifford. An Indian war party, led by the cunning and ruthless Red Knife, has other
plans. Furiously fighting their way to safety, the horse traders make it to Fort Gifford,
where the beautiful wife of the fort’s commander makes a raid of her own, with the help
of Preacher’s newfound buddy Wiley. While jealousy erupts, Red Knife and his
bloodthirsty legion of warriors come galloping over the horizon—and lay siege to the fort.
Before help can come, an act of treachery opens the gates to a massacre... Only one
man survives the carnage. From the smoke and blood, he emerges, clinging to his life
and loaded for bear. On his own—the way he likes it—Preacher begins his war of
revenge...
"One nation on the brink of war. Two families in search of peace. Twenty-seven
wagons on an epic cross-country journey as bold as America itself..."--Page 4 of cover.
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The "USA Today" bestselling author delivers a new installment to his First Mountain
Man series. A trapper by trade, a fighter at heart, he has earned a legend of his own.
Original.
THE GREATEST WESTERN WRITERS OF THE 21ST CENTURY Bestselling authors
William W. Johnstone and J.A. Johnstone have thrilled readers with the epic struggles
and hard-fought triumphs of the pioneering Jensen family. Now this great American
saga continues—with the next generation of Jensens . . . JENSEN PROUD. JENSEN
TOUGH. It’s the dawn of a new century. But on the vast Sugarloaf Ranch not much
has changed since legendary gunfighter Smoke Jensen and his wife Sally tamed the
land two decades ago. Raising cattle is still a dangerous business—and just as deadly
as ever. When Smoke is injured swapping bullets with some cow thieves, Sally puts out
a call for help to Matt, Ace, and the rest of the Jensen clan. But time is running out. The
bloodthirsty rustlers are ready to strike again—and there are lots more of them. And the
Sugarloaf’s last defense is Smoke and Sally’s next of kin . . . Enter the Jensen twins.
Denise and her brother Louis have just returned home from their schooling in Europe.
Louis is studying to be a lawyer and is too sickly to defend the ranch. But Denise is to
the manor born—she can ride like a man, shoot like her daddy, and face down the
deadliest outlaws like nobody’s business. And there’ll be plenty opportunity to prove
she’s got Jensen blood in her veins—cold, deadly, and playing for keeps . . .
Set in the early days of the Jensen family saga, this gunblazing adventure follows
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Smoke and Sally from their first year of marriage to the founding of the legendary
Sugarloaf Ranch . . . JOHNSTONE COUNTRY. WHEN SMOKE MET SALLY. For most
couples, the marriage vows end with “‘Til death do us part.” But when Smoke Jensen
takes Sally Reynolds as his lawfully wedded wife, it’s just the beginning. The tragic
deaths of Smoke’s first wife and child weigh heavily on his heart. Thankfully, Sally is
there to give him the support he needs when they return to Colorado, where it all
happened. She’s ready to embrace her husband’s past—for better or worse—and to
welcome his friend Preacher into the family. But when outlaws make an attempt to
kidnap a local girl, Sally is forced to use the gun skills she had learned from Smoke to
save both of their lives, learning the hard way what it means to be married to a Jensen .
. . Live Free. Read Hard.
From bestselling authors William W. and J.A. Johnstone comes the fiery saga of Perley
Gates, a legend born out of the brutality and violence of the American West . . . He’s
the son of a cattle rancher. A restless young dreamer who, under normal
circumstances, would follow in his father’s footsteps. Normal, however, is not his style.
Like his famous grandfather and namesake Perley Gates—a hell-raising mountain man
with a heavenly name—young Perley wants adventure, excitement, and freedom. And
like his grandfather before him, he will find his dream—in the untamed wilds of a lawless
frontier . That dream though might just become a nighmare . . . After his father’s death,
Perley strikes out on his own. His first order of business is to track down the
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grandfather whose name he shares. When he crosses into Oklahoma Territory, young
Perley discovers that the trail is full of dead ends—and near-death encounters. Hostile
Indians, wanted outlaws, and bloodthirsty killers are just a few of the dangers waiting
for him. And the closer he gets to finding the original Perley Gates, the closer he comes
to meeting his Maker at the fabled gates they’re named for . . .
Johnstone Justice. Double Barreled. When a legendary frontiersman teams up with a
legendary mountain man, the wild west will never be the same. But first they’ve got to
live up to their legends—or die trying . . . THEY CAME TO KILL There are some things
in this world that can’t be stopped. Like progress, a moving train, and the American
Dream. When the bigwigs in Washington decide to build a transcontinental railroad to
the west coast, they need a man who’s just as unstoppable to clear a path through
Mexican territory. That man is Jamie MacCallister. Jamie knows it’s a tough job. The
territory is overrun with Apaches. The Apaches are gunning for a fight. And the first
patrol sent in by the President has already been ambushed, kidnapped, and most likely
killed. Jamie knows he can’t take on the whole Apache nation by himself. He needs
help. He needs back-up. He needs a non-stop force of mountain-man fury who goes by
the name of Preacher . . . Live Free. Read Hard. www.williamjohnstone.net Visit us at
www.kensingtonbooks.com
Gunfighter Smoke Jensen sets out to make Lazarus Cain, a preacher without a
conscience, and his men pay for their attack on his ranch hand Cal.
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A village is destroyed. A vengeance is born. And one man blazes a trail to hell and back
to pay the devils their due—in bullets and blood. They call him Preacher . . .
JOHNSTONE COUNTRY. FIGHT FIRE WITH FIRE. It starts as a happy reunion
between Preacher and his fellow trappers in a peaceful Indian village. But it ends swiftly
in death and destruction when a rival tribe attacks the village, slaughters some of
Preacher’s Crow and mountain man friends, and carries off the women and children as
prisoners. Preacher was off hunting when it happened. Now he’s teaming up with old
friend Lorenzo and half-breed Tall Dog, to get the prisoners back—and get revenge. But
the road to justice is paved with some very dark omens. And the trail leads to the
baddest place on God’s good earth: the bubbling quicksand pits, hot springs, and
geysers of the Wyoming wild country known as Colter’s Hell . . . Here—where
earthquakes shake the land and no man is safe—Preacher and his friends must wage a
three-man war against one of the fiercest tribes this side of the devil’s inferno. And
once the shooting starts, it’s going to get a hell of a lot hotter . . . Oh, and there’s also
a question of 100 missing rifles . . . Live Free. Read Hard.
A Mountain Man In Disguise A big city like St. Louis is the last place where a mountain
man like Preacher would pick a fight. But how else will he get at the ruthless power
broker who is using fear and bloodshed to take over the Western fur trade? A Killer In
Control Shaving his beard, posing as a greedy hayseed from Ohio, the Preacher comes
face-to-face with Shad Beaumont--who is leaving St. Louis with an army of hired
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gunmen. . .with the Preacher on his tail. And A Fire That's Just Begun To Erupt The
odds couldn't be worse and the battleground couldn't be better. For the wild frontier is
no place for fancy plots or poor disguises--but a fine spot for a killing ground. . .
Long before there was a mountain man called Preacher, a young adventurer set off
with a team of fur traders from St. Louis for the time of his life. On a wild frontier, he
sought a fortune. Instead, he found blood, betrayal, and the beginning of a legend.
Armed only with a knife, surrounded by a fierce Blackfoot war party, the young man
was forced to kill a warrior chief in an act of audacious courage. But when a grizzly bear
attack left him half-dead, he could no longer protect himself. By the time the Blackfeet
found him again, he had been abandoned and doublecrossed, with only one last trick
up his sleeve: the ability to talk himself out of an impossible situation -- and into a battle
for his life. So began William Johnstone's masterful saga of the courageous loner who
would become known as Preacher. Because when he was alone and desperate, he
drew on a preacher's skills -- and a mountain man's cunning -- to give his enemies hell.
The Greatest Western Writer Of The 21st Century Before he became a legend,
Preacher was a trapper peacefully plying his trade in the Rocky Mountains. But people
needed a hero. . .and Preacher was the only one around. Now a wagon train of
pioneers is struggling westward toward Oregon through the howling winter--and a band
of Arikara warriors are hot on their trail. Little do the Arikaras suspect that they're about
to come face-to-face--and gun-to-gun--with a ferocious fight they never expected. .
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.courtesy of a wily mountain man. As Preacher struggles to bring the settlers to safety,
he learns the real reason they were attacked--and begins to suspect that the secrets
they've been keeping equal to a worse kind of danger. With treachery in the air, more
Arikaras on the warpath, and a deadly deep freeze bearing down, trust is a thing of the
past--and survival is all that matters.
The Greatest Western Writer Of The 21st Century For the first time, an epic account of
a boy born into a struggle for survival on the harsh and unforgiving American frontier,
the story behind the legend of Smoke Jensen. . . On the eve of the Civil War, Kirby
Jensen is the youngest of three children living on a hardscrabble ranch in Southwestern
Missouri. But in 1861, shots were fired in Charleston harbor, and Kirby's father and
brother went to war. Smoke Jensen The Beginning follows the Jensen clan during
these volatile years, from Civil War battles to border state raids to the kind of frontier
justice achieved only by bullets and blood. William W. Johnstone chronicles the early
years of Kirby Jensen--soon to be nicknamed Smoke-- as he journeys from boyhood
innocence into a manhood shaped by violence and a young man's thirst for justice.
Filled with actual historical events and legendary characters, the story of Smoke
Jensen's early years is a powerful, brutal and amazing American saga--the crowning
achievement of America's most popular living Western writer. Also available in audio at
www.GraphicAudio.net.
Preacher: the Legendary Mountain ManHow It All BeganPinnacle Books
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Preacher, a fur trapper by trade, agrees to help Hawk, who just might be his son, track
the gold-hungry expedition the woman he loves is on, which is headed straight to the
sacred Indian grounds known as the Black Hills--a land of no return.

The only man who can lead a wagon train through the last leg of the Oregon
Trail, Preacher knows they're headed into renegade outlaws and bloodthirsty
Indians. Somehow he has to get these pilgrims through safely - if he doesn't want
to be buried along the trail with the rest of them...
Johnstone Country. Family First. For generations, the Jensens have struggled to
build their home, their land, and their dreams. But now the family is forced to fight
fire with fire, bullet by bullet, blood for blood . . . GOLD MINE MASSACRE For
Smoke and his daughter Denny, life on the Sugarloaf Ranch is more valuable
than all the gold in the world. Which works out fine, since all the gold mines in Big
Rock were squeezed dry years ago. Even so, that won’t stop a pair of
businessmen from the East from trying to squeeze out a little more. One of them
has developed a newfangled method for extracting gold—something called
“hydraulics” and they’ve bought up all the old mines to do it. The other is the
son of legendary gunfighter Frank Morgan, and Denny thinks he’s awfully
handsome. Smoke isn’t sure what to think of these would-be gold diggers.
Especially when the handsome one triggers a rivalry with Denny’s off-and-on
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beau, a deputy U.S. marshal. And then they hires a small army of gunfighters to
protect their mines from sabotage . . . The Jensons can smell trouble brewing
from a mile away. And when it involves gold, guns, and love, it’s more than just
trouble. It’s a massacre waiting to happen . . . Live Free. Read Hard.
Three men of honor. One impossible mission. No turning back. The Jackals ride
again—in the Johnstones’ gunblazing chronicle of the wild and lawless West . . .
JOHNSTONE JUSTICE. RELEASE THE JACKALS. In Texas’s Big Bend
country, every man has a price. For crime lord Harry Holland and his ruthless
gang of cutthroats, that price is $20,000—a ransom demand for the kidnapped
daughter of a retired Army colonel. So far, neither the Army, the Rangers, nor
bounty hunters have been able to penetrate Holland’s guarded fortress. In
desperation, the colonel turns to the Jackals. As a longtime friend, retired cavalry
sergeant Sean Keegan is determined to bring the man’s daughter back
alive—with or without the ransom money—but first he needs to convince his
partners, former Texas Ranger Matt McCulloch and bounty hunter Jed Breen.
This is no ordinary job. There’s a very good chance it’s suicide. . . When word
gets out that the Jackals are on the case, all hell breaks loose. They’re up
against trigger-happy mercenaries, marauding Apaches, and one final, jawdropping surprise—a kidnapping victim who doesn’t want to be rescued. This
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time, the Jackals have no one to save . . . but themselves. Live Free. Read Hard.
William W. Johnstone's breathtaking Mountain Man series set the standard for
Western adventure. Now a new saga begins as the adopted son of Smoke
Jensen takes his place on the unforgiving and violent American frontier. . . BORN
TO BE BRAVE Matt Cavanaugh was nine years old when a band of outlaws
slaughtered his family. . .Now Matt is 18, honed by hardship, steeped in survival
and carrying the last name of the man who raised him: Smoke Jensen. With
Smoke's wisdom, his own courage and just enough money to start a life, Matt
Jensen begins a relentless hunt for the outlaws, led by the deadly Winston Pugh,
who murdered his family in cold blood. Pugh won't be hard to find; his scarred
face gives him away. But Matt soon discovers there's a lot more to vengeance
than hunting down a man—and that in a clash of guns and guile, true justice is
waiting just beyond a town called Perdition. . .
From the masters of frontier fiction comes a holiday tale set in the very heart of
America--a Western saga of courageous souls coming together, with a little help
from the Jensen family. . . In the fall of 1873, a wagon train of immigrants sets off
from Kansas City, Missouri, bound for the Montana Territory. Leading the group
is newly elected wagonmaster Jamie Ian MacCallister, a giant of a man and
frontier legend who swears he can get them there by Christmas--come hell or
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high snow drifts. . . Plagued by brutally harsh storms and rugged terrain, outlaws
and hostile Indians, the journey will be the greatest challenge these pioneers will
ever face. But when things look nearly hopeless, help arrives in the form of two
unlikely saviors: an old mountain man known as Preacher and legendary
frontiersman Smoke Jensen. Two hard-willed men who believe in the settlers'
dreams with all their hearts--and who will get them to their destination by
Christmas. Even if it takes a miracle. . .
Introducing a new western hero in the grand Johnstone tradition: a mining town
saloonkeeper who serves up justice like a shot of liquor—150-proof. JOHNSTONE
COUNTRY. BOOMTOWN JUSTICE. Rollie Finnegan is a man of few words. As
a Pinkerton agent with two decades of experience under his belt, he uses his
stony silence to break down suspects and squeeze out confessions. Hence the
nickname Stoneface. Over the years, he’s locked up plenty of killers. Now he’s
ready to make a killing—for himself . . . There’s gold in the mountains of Idaho
Territory. And the town of Boar Gulch is a golden opportunity for a tough guy like
Finnegan. But when he arrives, the local saloon owner is gunned down in cold
blood—and Finnegan makes a cold calculation of his own. Instead of working in a
mine, he’ll buy the saloon. Instead of gold, he’ll mine the miners. And instead of
getting dirty, he’ll clean up this grimy little boomtown once and for all—with his
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own brand of Stoneface justice . . .
This second book in William W. Johnstone's classic Preacher series finds
Preacher leading a wagon train of settlers into the Rockies--and through
dangerous territory. Trapped on the Continental Divide by a blinding snowstorm,
Preacher must fend off the gunfire of the wicked Pardee gang, and a band of
marauding Utes.
Johnstone Justice. Made in America. An ordinary boy with extraordinary dreams.
A man whose legend spreads across the frontier. Ride the epic saga of an
American hero and the battles that forged his soul in these classic tales in the
legendary Preacher series. In 1812, a boy filled with wanderlust and courage
runs away from home, westward, into a vast, dangerous land. Along the way he
learns the rule of the frontier: do whatever it takes to survive. By the time the
boy—now a young man—is hired to lead a wagon train through the last leg of the
Oregon Trail, he has acquired a nickname known throughout the West: Preacher.
Armed with a long gun, he is as fierce as the land itself. For the brave pioneers
who are counting on this mountain man to lead them to a Northwest paradise, the
Preacher’s cunning and fighting skills will mean the difference between life and
death. But even Preacher can’t see all the dangers ahead, or how his legend as
a frontiersman will lead him into the most violent fight of all . . .
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This is a book about young men who learned to play baseball during the 1930s
and 1940s, and then went on to play for one of the most exciting major-league
ball clubs ever fielded, the team that broke the colour barrier with Jackie
Robinson. It is a book by and about a sportswriter who grew up near Ebbets
Field, and who had the good fortune in the 1950s to cover the Dodgers for the
Herald Tribune. This is a book about what happened to Jackie, Carl Erskine, Pee
Wee Reese, and the others when their glory days were behind them. In short, it
is a book fathers and sons and about the making of modern America. 'At a point
in life when one is through with boyhood, but has not yet discovered how to be a
man, it was my fortune to travel with the most marvelously appealing of teams.'
Sentimental because it holds such promise, and bittersweet because that
promise is past, the first sentence of this masterpiece of sporting literature, first
published in the early '70s, sets its tone. The team is the mid-20th-century
Brooklyn Dodgers, the team of Robinson and Snyder and Hodges and Reese, a
team of great triumph and historical import composed of men whose fragile lives
were filled with dignity and pathos. Roger Kahn, who covered that team for the
New York Herald Tribune, makes understandable humans of his heroes as he
chronicles the dreams and exploits of their young lives, beautifully intertwining
them with his own, then recounts how so many of those sweet dreams curdled as
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the body of these once shining stars grew rusty with age and battered by
experience.
Left to die by his vengeful grandfather, rescued by outlaws, and raised by native
Americans, Johannes Verne is strengthened by his love for two women and his
ambition to survive on the Palm Springs desert. Reissue.Left to die by his
vengeful grandfather, rescued by outlaws, and raised by Native Americans,
Johannes Verne is strengthened by his love for two women and his ambition to
survive on the Palm Springs desert. Reissue.
PREACHER + MacCALLISTER = DOUBLE THE MAYHEM Two of the
Johnstones' most legendary heroes--the rugged mountain man known as
Preacher and the Scottish clan rancher Jamie Ian MacCallister, here together for
the first time--are forced to choose sides in a blood-soaked battle for the heart
and soul of a nation divided . . . FRONTIER AMERICA As the father of a young
Crow tribesman, Preacher would like nothing more than to see the long-time
natives and newly arrived settlers live together in peace. Then the killing starts . .
. As a family man and frontiersman, Jamie Ian MacCallister is more than happy to
help the officers at Fort Kearny negotiate a peace treaty with the Crow nation.
Until it all goes to hell . . . This is not the American dream they were looking for.
This is a nightmare. A brutal, blood-drenched frontier war that two heroic men
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must fight and win--or one struggling nation will never come together. For liberty
and justice for all . . . Live Free. Read Hard.
JOHNSTONE COUNTRY. WHERE THE BULLET IS LAW. Of all the Western
series by William Johnstone, the epic saga of the mountain man known as
Preacher may be the most beloved and enduring. This special edition includes
two of Preacher’s greatest adventures—Cheyenne Challenge and Preacher and
the Mountain Caesar—featuring two of the legend’s bloodiest showdowns . . . TO
HELL AND BACK Ten years ago, Preacher taught a bad man from the east a
violent lesson he’d never forget. Today, that man returns to even the score by
igniting an all-out Indian war. The battle lines are drawn. The players are
cutthroat. And Preacher’s scalp is the ultimate prize . . . OF GODS AND
MONSTERS In the mountains of Montana, Preacher stumbles upon the town of
Nova Roma, aka New Rome. It’s ruled by a ruthless tyrant straight out of ancient
history. But Preacher refuses to bow down to a power-mad Caesar who thinks
he’s a god—not if he bleeds like a man . . . Live Free. Read Hard.
Johnstone Country. The Good Die Young. The Bad Die Younger. When Smoke
Jensen is summoned to a small Texas town under siege by a scourge of killcrazy bandits, volunteers line up to take out the Mountain Man. Being Smoke
Jensen, he wouldn’t have it any other way. A gunshot wound has robbed
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Audubon, Texas, of its top lawman at the worst possible time. Clete Lanagan and
his band of outlaws have hatched a scheme to plunder the town bank of a small
fortune in railroad money. When the acting sheriff, Dalton Conyers—half-brother of
Smoke’s niece Rebecca—is unable to raise a posse to hunt down Lanagan’s
gang, he calls on Smoke for help. But with so much cash at stake, Lanagan
won’t go down without a fight. With a bounty on his head, Smoke finds himself
marked for death by a legendary gunslinger, a wrathful ranch hand bent on
revenge for his brother’s death, and an army of trigger-happy recruits with
nothing to lose but their lives. Live Free. Read Hard.
A thrilling new Western series from William W. Johnstone and J.A. Johnstone
featuring the Last Gunfighter himself, Frank Morgan. WESTERN JUSTICE.
JOHNSTONE FURY. In this explosive new series, William W. and J.A. Johnstone
bring together two of their greatest legends. The Drifter and the Kid. A
gunslinging father and prodigal son, united at last, they are the Morgans. And the
only thing thicker than a Morgan's blood is a Morgan's bullet... FAMILY FIRST.
EVERYBODY ELSE DIES. There's nothing particularly unusual for a legendary
gunman to be summoned to the lawless, bullet-riddled territory of Arizona. But
when Frank Morgan, aka the Last Gunfighter, rides into Tucson, he finds himself
ambushed and kidnapped by ruthless Mexican bandit Ramirez's army of thugs.
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The only way out is for Frank's son, Conrad Browning, heir to the vast Browning
fortune, to ransom his father free. But Conrad isn't giving up one cent. He's got a
far deadlier currency in mind... Conrad heads down to the border and infiltrates
the compound. But to prove himself, he has to hold up a train with the rest of the
gang. Ramirez catches on to Conrad's ruse, and the only way out is for Frank to
come to the rescue. It's a wild turn of events for sure, but for the Morgans, when
it comes to killing their enemies, it's all in the family.
In the seventh book in his bestselling Preacher series, William W. Johnstone
gives his millions of avid fans exactly the kind of gritty, action-packed Western
novel they look for from this prolific and hugely popular writer. "A Messiah Shall
Lead Them...". In the Wyoming wild, Blackfoot warriors prepare for battle, their
bloodlust stirred by a legendary prophet promising victory in a war that will
forever rid the plains of the white man. To legendary mountain man Preacher, it
isn't a promise - it's a threat. But being out-numbered in a savage frontier means
justice will be as hard-earned and uncertain as...survival." ...To An Early Grave".
With a loyal Cheyenne as his guide, and a spirited Dragoon squadron for cover,
Preacher forges up the treacherous Sante Fe trail. But the only way to win this
war is to unmask the hell-raising Messiah whose godforsaken message is
leading a desperate people into certain massacre...
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Johnstone—Keeping the West Wild The Story that Started the Saga. From his
Missouri farm, the boy travels west. In his heart is vengeance. In his hand is a
Navy Colt. By his side is the old mountain man named Preacher, who’ll teach
young Smoke Jensen everything he needs to know about fighting like the devil,
and—when the time comes—dying like a man. Although Smoke Jensen’s enemies
have destroyed everything he’s ever loved, they made one mistake: they let him
live . . . Live Free. Read Hard.
The acclaimed authors of Home Invasion and Border War unload the explosive
story of the deadliest conspiracy against the US in American history--and in our
very own back yard. . . God--Their God NYPD detective John Ward is all for
religious freedom, but when he tries to bust a street vendor peddling phony
Rolexes, he's suspended from the force--the latest casualty of political
correctness. He decides to leaves the city and visit his ex-wife and daughter in
Colorado. When he arrives in the peaceful town of Basalt, he makes a shocking
discovery: certain foreigners are taking over, buying up buildings, purchasing
land, setting up training camps and planning. . .what? With Liberty And Justice
For None Like an army, they've descended on the town. They've set up their
homes like military barracks, forcing their way of life on the community and
bending our laws against us. Ward doesn't like the looks of it. And the deeper he
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digs, the closer he gets to the truth: The enemy is here, on American soil. And if
we don't stand and fight--like our nation's forefathers--we can kiss freedom
goodbye.
JOHNSTONE COUNTRY. WHERE THE GOOD DIE YOUNG. AND THE BAD
DIE SOONER. There are two kinds of traps in the Old West. One is the kind that
Preacher and his buddy, Charlie, use to catch a mountain-load of fur pelts. The
other is the kind that Charlie steps into—a trap set by a low-life gambler and his
seductive partner in crime to swindle Charlie out of his fur money. Preacher hates
to see a good friend get robbed. So he sets off after the grifters—on a riverboat
bound for New Orleans. First, he infiltrates the criminal underworld of the French
Quarter. Then, he’s enslaved on a pirate ship heading straight to hell. Now
there’s only one way out for Preacher. Start a mutiny. Take over the ship. Then
return to New Orleans to reunite Charlie with his money—and not to get butchered
in the process. The First Mountain Man PREACHER’S FRENZY Live Free. Read
Hard.
In the bloody aftermath of a wagon ambush, a suspect flees, a woman
disappears, and a mountain man searches for truth, justice, and revenge. They
call him Preacher . . . JOHNSTONE COUNTRY. STOP BY AND SAY HOWDY.
Preacher is no hired killer. When a wagon train is brutally ambushed on the
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Sante Fe Trail though, he can’t say no to the St. Louis businessman willing to
pay him for justice. It’s not the stolen gold that’s convinced Preacher to take the
job And it’s not the missing body of one of the wagon train’s crew, a prime
suspect who may have plotted the ambush and taken off with the gold. No, it’s
the suspect’s lovely fiance, Alita Montez. She believes her boyfriend is
innocent—and has run off to find him. Preacher can’t abide the idea of a young
woman alone on the Sante Fe Trail. If the Comanche don’t get her, the coyotes
will. And Preacher can’t have that. But to save the girl and get the gold, the
legendary mountain man will have to forge a path that’s as twisted as a nest of
rattlers, face off with trigger-happy kidnappers, backstabbers, and bountyhunters—and match wits with Styles Mallory, the biggest baddest frontiersman of
them all . . . Live Free. Read Hard.
He will Become a Legend... Before the legend of Preacher there was a man, and
before the man there was a boy. In this thrilling new novel, William W. Johnstone
tells the story of a young man filled with wanderlust and raw courage—who will
someday become a hero. ...If He Survives On nothing more than a lark, he
leaves his family and begins a journey from Ohio westward. Along the way, he
runs up against badlands and bad men, loses his freedom, gains his freedom,
and learns the first rule of the frontier: do whatever it takes to survive. Preacher
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With ruthless enemies after him—both white men and Indians—he’ll head for a
place as brutal as it is beautiful—the wilderness of the Rocky Mountains. Two
years later, he will come back down from the mountaintop with new skills, and a
new future as one of the most feared and admired men of his time...a man called
Preacher.
The Greatest Western Writer Of The 21st Century It's fur trapping season and
Preacher is about to discover the Rocky Mountain trail holds more than wild
game--it's also infested with murderers and trail trash quick to deceive, steal, and
hunt Preacher down. Among them are Jebediah Druke, his ruthless band of
killers, and most terrifying of all, the barbaric renegade Crow warrior known as
Blood Eye. When Preacher shows up and gets on their bad side, he stirs up a
clash that could lead to a brutal and bloody battle. Preacher gears up for his own
brand of raw justice when he learns Blood Eye's been tracking him with nothing
but bad intentions. There's a showdown coming and only one man will ultimately
rise up out of the carnage. . .
From legendary William W. Johnstone comes an exciting new saga of the
American frontier town called Fury, built smack dab in the middle of the untamed
Arizona Territory...and the only man who can give Fury a fighting chance... The
last thing Jason Fury wants is to lead this wagon train west to California. Hell, he
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just wants to head back east, where a smart young man like himself has a real
shot at a better life. But halfway across Oklahoma the wagon train is attacked by
bloodthirsty Commanche, and Jedediah Fury ?the leader of the settlers, and
Jason's father ?is counted among the dead. Before he knows it, Jason's leading
the wagons into Arizona Territory, where the squabbling settlers decide to stop
for good and start a town they'll name Fury in honor of Jedediah. It's going to be
a hardscrabble life, what with the ruthless Apaches always on the attack and the
harsh country they've chosen. Jason knows he can't just leave these defenseless
pioneers to be slaughtered--among them a certain young lady he's taken a real
shine to... A Town Called Fury One man. One town. One destiny.
Smoke Jensen returns from a cattle buying trip to discover that his wife is dying
after being shot by outlaws and is determined to track down her attackers.
Reprint.
THE GREATEST WESTERN WRITERS OF THE 21ST CENTURY For the sake
of the son he never knew, Preacher goes on the warpath. Long ago, the
legendary trapper known as Preacher took shelter with the Absaroka, and fell in
love with a girl called Bird in the Tree. Twenty years later, he rescues a woman
and her son from an ambush by the hated Blackfoot. The woman is Birdie, and
the valiant young warrior is Hawk That Soars—Preacher’s son. Now the greatest
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fighter on the frontier is about to go to war, to protect a family he never knew he
had. Led by the vicious war chief Tall Bull, the Blackfoot are trying to wipe out the
Absaroka. Hopelessly outnumbered by vicious warriors, Preacher and his son
launch a war that will stain the Rocky Mountain snow with Blackfoot blood. Also
Available in Audiobook
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